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November 1st, 2017

Kassahun Sellassie, Director
Air Management Services
Philadelphia Department of Health
321 University Avenue, 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Dear Mr. Sellassie,

As Chair of the Committee on Public Health and Human Services and Vice Chair of the
Committee on the Environment, our responsibilities to preserving the earth along with the health of our
citizens overlap. And, as you may be aware, there has been significant pushback to SEPTA’s planned
natural gas plant at the Wayne Junction train station on the grounds that the plant poses an environmental
risk and physical health threat to residents living near the station. I am therefore writing to ask that your
office delay granting an air permit for the plant so that SEPTA may conduct a more in-depth health
impact study to examine the plant’s potential effect on air pollution.

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the Nicetown neighborhood
wherein the plant is to be built has some of the highest rates of fine particulate air pollution in the nation.
In addition, children living within the 19140 zip code, the zip code that would abut the plant, have some
of the highest rates of asthma hospitalization in the city. Neither of these statistics should be taken
lightly. The health of our children and our environment must be among the city’s utmost priorities.

SEPTA is our region’s primary public transportation system. As such, SEPTA transports millions
of people throughout southeastern Pennsylvania almost seamlessly, efficiently powering buses,
underground and above-ground train lines and trollies. I understand SEPTA has said the new power plant
will meet EPA, local, state and national air pollution guidelines. However, I also understand that in an
area with extreme fine particulate air pollution and startling rates of associated respiratory health
problems, pre-set regulations may not be able to identify the effect that even a small increase in
particulate matter could have on air quality and, consequently, on the health of neighboring residents. As
I have said in the past, we just do not know the long-term environmental impact that this type of natural
gas plant can have in a residential neighborhood like Nicetown.

Because of the lack of such data, I previously asked SEPTA to either move the power generator
or hold the Wayne Junction plans until more research could be done. Now, I am asking that Philadelphia
Air Management Services hold off on issuing an air permit for the SEPTA plant until a complete 



health impact study can be conducted to determine exactly how such a plant will affect a neighborhood
already plagued with pollution and related health issues.

Thank you again for your service and for your consideration of the Nicetown community’s
health. I am hopeful that we as a city can take this chance to go above and beyond to improve the health
of our residents, the sustainability of our public transportation services and the quality of our air.

Sincerely,

Cindy Bass
Councilwoman – 8th District


